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THE

AUTUMN WINTER 2021

GO BEHIND THE SCENES OF THE
LATEST SEASONAL FRAGRANCES
GET EXPERT STYLING TIPS ON
THE MUST-HAVE HOME TRENDS
FOR THE HOLIDAYS

It's time to fill your home with fragrance
Blackberry Port
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042017 £9.95
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DISCOVER MORE FROM
PARTYLITE'S CAREFULLY
CURATED COLLECTION
FOR WINTER '21.
Come with us on a fragrance journey as we
go behind the scenes of every on-trend theme
we've selected this season.
You'll find the expert perfumer stories of the scents that will
transform your home alongside a beautiful selection of décor
this Autumn.
We only work with the best fragrancers in the world, each of
their premium aromas transports you to a beautifully nostalgic
autumnal destination.
Our pleasure comes from influencing your home style through
expert interior advice, keep reading to find how we can elevate
your space.
We are here to inspire you.
This Is The Style Guide.
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What’s in The Style Guide
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PERFECT AUTUMN
FRAGRANCE AND STYLE
THE LATEST AUTUMN FRAGRANCES
AND CHIC AUTUMNAL DÉCOR TO MATCH

A PERFECT CHRISTMAS AT HOME
THE LATEST CHRISTMAS FRAGRANCES
AND DÉCOR STYLES FOR ALL TO LOVE
THIS WINTER

12-13

26

A STYLISH NEW SPECIALTY
ENJOY FIG FATALE IN A NEW 4-WICK
DESIGNER CANDLE

SNEAK PEEK FRAGRANCE
RAISE A GLASS FOR THE FIRST LOOK
AT A WHOLE NEW FRAGRANCE
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Travel Back

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

TO

AUTUMN MEMORIES
Find the influences behind our selection of autumn aromas. Designed by
the world's best perfumers. Capturing memories for you and your home.

Pear Cider

The story of this fragrance started with
an inspirational day in the orchard
surrounded by the splendour of
colourful, vibrant autumn.

Orchard pears, green apples
and juicy peaches are pressed
with cinnamon, nutmeg and
balsamic vanilla into a cosy
Autumn cider.

There's nothing quite like sitting among
the autumn leaves and crisp autumn
fruits, sipping on pear cider and eating
apple cider doughnuts. The perfect
nostalgic memory for this aroma.

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

GREEN APPLE • PEAR • VANILLA

Laura Raith,
Senior Perfumer, Givaudan

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2016 £24.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042016 £9.95

The inspiration for this fragrance is
simple and straightforward. I grew up
going to New York City to see concerts.
If you've ever walked around Broadway
on a chilly winter day, then you've
smelled roasted chestnuts on every
street corner. It's everywhere, and
it's one of my smells of the holidays.
I made my own recipe by adding a
healthy dash of baking spices like
cinnamon and allspice. I hope you
love it as much as I do!
Gail Fowler-Krell,
Perfumer, IFF New York

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1061 £24.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041061 £9.95

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

Blackberry Port
Luscious purple plums, black
raspberries and pomegranate are
fortified with white musk
and birch for an Autumn-inspired
port wine.

In Mexico, there's a traditional
seasonal drink called ponche.
It's a hot fruit drink that varies
from family to family, but it's a
traditional aroma in all
our houses.

SWEET ORANGE •
JUICY PLUM • VANILLA

FOR THE LOVE OF FRAGRANCE
All of our fragrances are blended to
release three distinctive notes:
Top Notes:
This is what you experience before
you light the candle - the cold throw.
Middle Notes:
These are the mid fragrances
that you enjoy as the candle burns.
Bottom Notes:
The bottom notes that linger in the room
when you have blown out the candle.

Spiced Roasted Chestnut

During the holidays, the smell
of mulled fruits and spices fills
the air. I was inspired to bring
these elements to my fragrance,
not just the rich fruitiness,
but the sense of comfort and
togetherness from my memories
of this beautiful season.

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2017 £24.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042017 £9.95

Marcela Olalde-Castillo,
Senior Perfumer,
Symrise

Smoky fire-roasted chestnuts and sweet candied
pecans are warmed with creamy tonka bean, dark
musk and ground allspice to chase away the chill.

Top Note

FIRE-ROASTED CHESTNUTS •
CINNAMON BARK • TONKA BEAN
Middle Note
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Bottom Note

Visit partylite.co.uk
to find out just how
much we care.
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GET
THE
LOOK

Autumn's
GOLDEN SHIMMER

Key materials & finishes

CELEBRATE

#1

Metallic and bronze accents create a permanent
golden hour when paired with autumnal plant
patterned throws and prints.

Create a chic harvest glow with autumn fragrance and rustique décor.
Transform your home with an autumn sunset look filled with earthy tones and natural patterns.

Pear Cider
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2016 £24.95

Key trend product

Pear Cider
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042016 £9.95

Expert Tip

Autumn's Tapestry
Tealight Holder Pair
P93089 £9.95

Contemporary meets nature with our beautifully
mirrored holder. Paired with our autumnal jar holder
and magnets, it brings beautiful outdoor style inside.

Amber Lights Tealight Holder
P93173 £11.95

Spray pumpkins with
paint to elevate your harvest
home with décor inspired
by the real outdoors.

Optic Leaves
Votive Holder
P93384 £19.95

Autumn Treasures
Magnet Trio
P93133 £5.95

Amber Lights Hurricane
P93116 £39.95

Naturally autumn
15-Piece Tealight
Sample
P84095 £12.95

Pine Cone
Jar Shade & Holder
P93190 £9.95

Harvest Fruits
Mini Jar Sampler
P86068E £29.95

Infinite Rainbow Reflection
Lantern – Large
P93195 £79.95

Be Inspired

Wreaths aren't just for
the Christmas, design
the perfect final touch
with deep orange,
purple and earthy green
flowers for your front
door.
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Spiced Roasted Chestnut
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1061 £24.95

Spiced Roasted Chestnut
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041061 £9.95

After Dark™ Amber Suede
Scented Jar Candle
G581045 £28.95

Golden Square Jar Holder
P92779 £11.95

Key colours
Earthy shades inspired by the changes
in nature are complemented by neutral
whites and greys.
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GET CLOSER
TO EXOTIC
NATURE
BRING THE MYSTERIOUS
BEAUTY OF THE OUTDOORS
INTO TO YOUR HOME

EST.

20
05

MEET OUR PERFUMER

Adventure. Mystery. Exploration.
A walk through silent, shaded
woodland will evoke those
amazing feelings, along with an
overwhelming deep sense of
connection to the natural world.
I captured this sentiment in Cedar
Patchouli, a woodsy, full-bodied
fragrance. The contrasting facets
of freshness and warmth, dark and
light celebrate the duality of nature
and the wonderful beauty of the
outdoors.
Victor Rouchou,
Vice President and Senior
Perfumer, Symrise

Cedar Patchouli

Cedar Patchouli
EUCALYPTUS • PINE NEEDLE •
AGED CEDAR

EARTHY PATCHOULI, CORIANDER
AND OAKMOSS COME TOGETHER

Cedar Patchouli
Wrapped with aromatic lavender
and subtle redberry. Supported by
dark oakmoss and rich vetiver.
08

WITH AGED CEDAR AND WOODY
GREEN VETIVER TEMPERED
WITH GLIMMERS OF
LAVENDER AND GERANIUM.
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73423 £24.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V04423 £9.95
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Capture the wonder of the outdoors with bunches
of autumn dried flowers on neutral décor blended
with warmly coloured throws and pillows.

Golden Birch
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C336E £24.95

Golden Birch Universal
Tealight® Candles
V04336QE £9.95

GOLDEN BIRCH
CEDARWOOD • CLOVE • PATCHOULI

Be Inspired
Take influence from midwest
Americana and dress the
entrance of your home using
pumpkins and marrows in
a beautiful variety of shapes,
colours and sizes.

AT

Home

Key trend product

Pair autumn fragrance favourites with
playful nature in our squirrel holders.

Vintage Milk
Bottle Lantern
Candle Holder
P93590 £29.95

Expert Tip

Key colours

Our vintage milk
bottle holders act as
gorgeous vases when
paired with seasonal
autumn plants.

Muted autumn pastels meet earthy green tones
of primary colours for a chic seasonal edit.

ScentGlow® Warmer Shimmering Trees
P93132U £39.95
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Fawn Votive Holder
P93095 £9.95

Shimmering Leaves
Double Jar Holder
P92916 £21.95
Santal & Cedar
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1069 £24.95

ScentGlow® Warmer –
Bramble
P93355U £39.95

Cedar Patchouli Universal
Tealight® Candles
V04423 £9.95

#2

Cosy meets
contemporary
with on-trend
harvest fragrances
and décor.
Create a warming woodland
retreat filled with natural
aromas complemented by
whimsical animal décor.

Cedar Patchouli
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73423 £24.95

GET
THE
LOOK

NATURE

Key materials & finishes

Santal & Cedar
Scent Plus® Heart Melts
SH1069 £10.95

Cinnamon Woods
Scent Plus® Heart Melts
SH946 £10.95

Vintage Milk Bottle
Tealight Holder Set
P93274 £39.95
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BEAUTIFUL CRAFTED ART MEETS OUR BELOVED
AND BOLD SENSUAL FRAGRANCE

BEST
SELLING
FRAGRANCE

Arrives in an elegant
giftable box

Longest burn time
– up to 120 hours

Each mouth blown
piece of Artisan
Glass is crafted by a
skilled glass blower
Our biggest
ever candle
16 cm tall
& 1.091 g

Fig Fatale
Irresistable blend of sensual fig,
succulent fruits and velvety vanilla
is deliciously rich.
FIG • MANGO • VANILLA

4-Wick Fig Fatale
European Art Glass
G71821 £87.95

MEET OUR PERFUMER
One of my favourite fruits
is the beautifully flavourful
fig. Whether I'm cooking or
creating fragrance, once I start
experimenting I discover all
kinds of new uses for it!
For this aroma, I wanted to
take the scent to another
direction by bringing a
traditionally bright fragrance
and move it into a more
forbidden realm. By infusing
the fig with blackcurrant,
jasmine and a warm spice, it
revealed unexpected aromas
of velvety notes that were
luxurious and dark, while
allowing the fig notes to be
the star of the show.
Laura Raith,
Senior Perfumer, Givaudan
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Be Social

Place this beautiful art piece
on black, white or mirrored
material to show off
the gorgeous, unique
glass detail online.

Discover the wonder

OF

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

FESTIVE TRADITION
Find out which yuletide memories have influenced the world's best
perfumers to create holiday fragrances for you and your home.

When I think of Christmas,
I think of looking out into the
cool and crisp winter air, where
you can see fresh icicles on the
roofs and hear the sounds of
other families celebrating the
holidays.

Sleigh Bells

With this festive fragrance, I
wanted to capture the magic
of sledding in the snow with
anticipation, before heading
to bed and imagining sleigh
bells ringing on the roof while
you sleep.

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

Sprightly citrus and peppermint
notes, hints of lively eucalyptus
and balsam thyme, a twinkling
of crystalline snow – can you hear
those sleigh bells jingling?

Laura Raith,
Senior Perfumer, Givaudan

PEPPERMINT • JASMINE •
SOFT WOODS

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2020 £24.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042020 £9.95

The only thing my four kids agree
on every Christmas is the obligatory
Cookies for Santa. Even though they are
all teenagers and adults, it’s a tradition
we still uphold! I wanted to create a
scent that would fill my home with
the delicious scent of vanilla and sugar
without having to turn on the oven.

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

Blending notes of vanilla bean, spun
sugar, hazelnut, and caramel, this scent
is the perfectly nostalgic addition to any
holiday home.
Victor Rouchou, Vice President
and Senior Perfumer, Symrise

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2007 £24.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042007 £9.95

My favourite part of Christmas
morning is sitting back and
watching as my son opens his
gifts. The excited energy, the fresh
smell of the tree, the overnight
french toast baking in the oven.
I wanted to capture that scent to
have with me the whole season,
not just on that special day.

Christmas Morning
FOR THE LOVE OF FRAGRANCE
All of our fragrances are blended to
release three distinctive notes:
Top Notes:
This is what you experience before
you light the candle - the cold throw.
Middle Notes:
These are the mid fragrances
that you enjoy as the candle burns.
Bottom Notes:
The bottom notes that linger in the room
when you have blown out the candle.

Cookies For Santa

Spun sugar caramel, hazelnuts and vanilla bean plus
a dollop of coconut cream – as mouthwatering as a
plateful of homemade Christmas cookies.

CREAMY COCONUT • HAZELNUT •
VANILLA BEAN
14

Festive balsam fir, yummy
brown sugar shortbread and a
Yule log flickering in the hearth
awaken merry memories of
Christmas morning.

So, I blended notes of fresh pine
needles with baked notes of
cinnamon, brown sugar, and
shortbread. Then I wrapped them
in warm woods and vanilla for the
perfect finishing touch, like the
star on the tree.

FRESH PINE NEEDLES •
SHORTBREAD • HEARTH WOODS

Stephanie Wengryn,
Perfumer, Ungerer & Company

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2021 £24.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042021 £9.95
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GET
THE
LOOK

Mystic Glimmer
Tree Votive
Holder – Large
P93193 £52.95

#1

Mystic Glimmer
Tealight Holder
P93136 £34.95

INDULGE IN

Holiday

GLAMOUR

Give traditional Christmas décor an on-trend edit. Use modern accents
paired with neutral tones to make those yuletide colours pop.

Clearly Creative™ Hurricane
P93295 £32.95
Cookies for Santa Universal
Tealight® Candles
V042007 £9.95
Cookies for Santa 3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2007 £24.95

Key materials & finishes

Expert Tip

Cardinal Tealight
Holder Pair
P93337 £5.95

Colourful wax candles should fill your home with
joyful fragrance. Complement them with retro
Christmas prints and vintage décor pieces.

Make your own stockings
and wreaths as the perfect
cottage-style accompaniment for
your traditional look.

Christmas Morning
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2021 £24.95

Cardinal Jar Sleeve
P93339 £6.95
Tapers 25 cm –
Unscented Red
P0720 £10.95

Key trend product

Choose from a selection of
beautiful yuletide aromas to
surround yourself with gorgeous
festive ambience and fragrance.

Be Inspired
Viridescent Hurricane
P93557 £69.95

Merry Wonderful 15-Piece
Tealight Sampler
P84096 £12.95
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Make sure you're curating a
Pinterest moodboard to perfect
your Christmas theme.
Take influence from your
favourite online
designers.

Key colours

Radiance
Candle Holder
P91352 £12.95

Use retro shades of red and green
mixed with pastel tones for modern
twist on tradition.
Christmas Morning
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042021 £9.95
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GET
THE
LOOK

YOUR

Key materials & finishes

Mystical Seasonal

#2

Pair on-trend metallic accessories with the
natural textures of fresh winter pines and firs
brought into your home.

SHIMMER

Strip back for a modernmeets-nature theme to curate
an indoor ice palace with the
sparkle of metallic,
glittery décor.

Glimmery Tree
Tealight Holder
P93533 £24.95

Divine Angel
Votive Holder
P93420 £39.95

Be Inspired

Key trend product

Help your tree stand out.
Dress it in white and
clear fairy lights so that the
beautiful greens shine
through at night.

A shiny twist on tradition is the ideal
mirrored display for your tealights candles.

Mystic Glimmer Tree
Votive Holder – Large
P93193 £52.95
Mystic Glimmer Tealight Holder
P93136 £34.95

Sleigh Bells
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2020 £24.95

Expert Tip

Place your décor on
reflective surfaces to
accentuate their beautiful
details from every angle.

Sparkling Lights
Tiered Tealight Holder
P92572 £24.95

Key colours

Sleigh Bells Universal
Tealight® Candles
V042020 £9.95

Non-traditional shades of primary colours
are paired with neutral grey-metal tones.
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Awaken

OUR PERFUME
HOUSE

A NEWFOUND

This unique aroma was created at
IFF New York, one of the world's
leading fragrance houses.

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

They focus on giving beautiful
sensory experiences to the world
through science and creativity.

We only work with the world's best perfume houses. Find their twists
on classic Christmas memories captured as beautiful fragrance.

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2018 £24.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042018 £9.95

One of my closest friends makes
the most amazing Peppermint
Bark every holiday season. It’s
one of the things I look forward
to every year. It consists of three
delicious layers of chocolate,
peppermint, and ganache,
which is just like how I
would create a fragrance,
so I did!
I started with cocoa
powder and vanilla cream
for the perfect base, then
used chocolate ganache in
the middle, and topped it with
crushed peppermint. Just like the
peppermint bark, the fragrance is
sweet, smooth, yet sophisticated.
Stephanie Wengryn,
Perfumer, Ungerer & Company

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2023 £24.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042023 £9.95

Frankincense & Myrrh

Peppermint Bark

Crushed pink peppermint and gooey caramel cream
drenched in silky chocolate ganache and rolled in
espresso and hazelnut crunch.

PEPPERMINT • CARAMEL •
ESPRESSO BEAN
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Ancient resins and smoldering incense, softened
with warm spices and heritage vanilla, are grounded
by precious sandalwood and dark patchouli
in a timeless gift.
Visit partylite.co.uk
to find out just how
much we care.

GINGER ROOT • MYRRH & OLIBANUM •
PRECIOUS SANDALWOOD

21

Key trend product

Be at one with the season with the longer
burn time of this frost Christmas form.

Evergreen Fir
Scent Plus® Heart Melts
SH1104 £10.95

Evoke Christmas nostalgia with a familiar festive fragrance and turn your
home into a seasonal sanctuary filled with the wonder of yuletide nature.

Evergreen Fir
Specialty Jar Candle
G781104 £25.95

Key materials & finishes

Fresh and faux evergreens should fill
your home as garlands and wreaths.
Let nature take centre stage with
minimal tree décor.

Evergreen Fir
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1104 £24.95
Evergreen Fir SmartScents
by PartyLite™ Decorative
Fragrance Sticks
FS1104E £15.95

Evergreen Fir Universal
Tealight® Candles
V041104 £9.95

SmartScents by PartyLite™
Holder – favourite
P92533 £10.95

Evergreen Fir
The welcome scent of Frasier fir, aromatic balsam
needles and winter pine swirls in the frosty air along
with woodfire notes of cedar and sandalwood.

WINTER PINE • FIR BALSAM NEEDLES •
CEDARWOOD

Key colours

Be Inspired

Soft complementary green hues paired with
neutral earth tones blend perfectly together.

Take influence from Nordic style
and complete this fresh natural
look with a Christmas table
decorated with pine cones and
eucalyptus branches.

Expert Tip

25 cm Tapers –
Unscented Green
P07501 £10.95
Tricolor Taper Holder Trio
P93396 £16.95
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Display bunches of Firs
through your outdoor pots
to make your whole home a
Christmas palace.
Evergreen Fir Nature's Light™
by PartyLite Jar Candle
G461104 £29.95
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GET
THE
LOOK

Our Spotlight
WINTER AROMA
ON A

ScentGlow™
Warmer – Bramble
P93355U £39.95

#3

Expert Tip

GET
THE
LOOK

Key materials & finishes

Elevate your space with gorgeous soft throws
and blankets paired with nature-inspired
fresh and faux accessories throughout.

#4

Create a clasically Scandi
Christmas centrepiece by
displaying Christmas candy
canes in a clear glass holder.

Peppermint Bark 3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2018 £24.95
Blown Glass Jar Holder
P92789 £13.95

A Christmas
COMFORT & JOY
OF

Peppermint Bark
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042018 £9.95

Key trend product

Pair traditional Christmas symbology with a
sophisticated fragrance for the season.

Take inspiration from Scandinavian Christmas interiors and escape the cold with
a variety of cosy textured rugs and traditional log piles throughout your home.

Frankincense & Myrrh
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042023 £9.95
Mosaic Harlequin Hurricane
P93312 £69.95

Modern
Impressions
Votive Holder
P93270 £29.95

Key colours
Holy Family Nativity
Tealight Holder
P93354 £39.95

Muted shades of typical Christmas colours
give your home a chic and modern touch.

Be Inspired
Pair your usual Christmas tree
with a smaller one for your
window to create a beautifully
on-trend natural, comforting
yuletide atmosphere.

Frankincense & Myrrh 3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2023 £24.95
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Find your fizz

WITH

MEET OUR PERFUMER

SPARKLING SCENTS

Stephanie has been mastering the art of perfumery for over 30
years, she knows exactly how to create scents that people want.
Her love of family, travel, cooking and gardening come through
in her fragrance creations. She finds unending inspiration in
the kitchen, where her culinary curiosity pushs her to explore
unusual combinations wherever she can find them.

Discover the inspiring perfumers behind the fragrances that will
define the beautifully magical party to end your year.

Particularly skilled in creating scents for the home. Stephanie's
joyful approach to her work shines though and she loves her
job. "Perfumers have the best job in the world! We get to create
beautiful scents that make people happy, isn't that what life is
all about?"
Stephanie Wengryn, Senior Perfumer, Ungerer & Company

Cranberry Prosecco
Start the night with a pop of gorgeous
fizz, your sparkling floral celebration.
Soft winter rose and silky geranium
bubble away with sugared cranberries
and pink grapefruit. It’s time to show
them how we Party.

CRANBERRY • WHITE ROSE • COCONUT

MEET OUR
PERFUMER

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2022 £24.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042022 £9.95
For this aroma, I wanted to go
beyond merely capturing the
flavours that make up this
classic tipple. It was the fizzy,
effervescent feeling of drinking
one that I wanted to bring to life.
That's the magic of this scent,
you can really feel that tingly fizz
of the bubbly tonic water infused
with the refreshing aromatics of
the gin and the sparkling, tart
lime slice.
Patty Hidalgo, Perfumer
IFF New York

Gin & Tonic

As the fireworks begin at midnight, keep partying
with a fizzy tipple. Juniper berries, champagne apples
and honeydew blend with tonic water and citrus.
An effervescent celebration to perfectly finish the year.

3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1098E £24.95
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041098E £9.95

JUNIPER OIL • MELON DEW • WHITE MUSK
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GET
THE
LOOK

Season of
GIFTS, GIFTS, GIFTS
'TIS THE

#1

Senses come alive

Give a gift filled with the nostalgic
joy of Christmas, with crackling
wick candles that combine scent
and sound.

Find our selection of carefully curated fragranced gifts.

Celebrate the art of giving with beautifully seasonal aromas as the holiday anticipation begins.

Natures Light™ by
PartyLite Mini Jar Pair
P86072 £29.95

Styled for the season

Peppermint Bark Nordic
Delight Jar Candle
G362018 £26.95

Give a perfect gift of fragrance and matching style with
candle sets adorned with traditional festive decals.

Spirits & Cider
Mini Jar Trio
P86070 £29.95

Fireside magic
Nature's Light wooden wick
candles create a cosy atmosphere
that evokes the fireside.

Expert Tip

AVAILABLE
LATER THIS
SEASON

Send a loved one our
Personality Quiz to find
the perfect aroma to gift
for their home!

'Tis the Season 15-Piece
Tealight Sampler
P84096 - available later
this season

Abundant Autumn
Mini Jar Trio
P86069 £29.95

Be Inspired

AVAILABLE
LATER THIS
SEASON

Merry Wonderful 15-Piece
Tealight Sampler
P84112 £12.95

Need to find the
perfect home fragrance
or décor gift for the
season? Head to the
Gifts & Occasions section
on our online store!

Winter Warmth
Candle Mug
C011015Q £19.95

Candied Berries
Christmas Ornament
Jar Candle
C0101051E £24.95

Perfectly packaged
Choose from a wide variety
of fabulous items that are
ready to give, with stylish
giftable packaging to fit
the season.
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GET
THE
LOOK

Glass of
NEW YEAR FIZZ
RAISE A

Copper Mix & Mingle Double
Jar Display Stand
P92813 £13.95

#2

Key materials & finishes
Let glistening metallics and chrome
gold decadence come to life under
shimmering candlelight.

With fragrances to start the party this season.

Celebrate decadence with fizzing fragrance and art deco style to match.
Pinstripe Glam
Tealight Holder Trio
P93182 £69.95

Pinstripe Glam
Hurricane
P93349 £64.95

Key colours

Pink, pink and more pink, with added splashes of
rose gold, sparkle and fizzing bubbles.

Be Social

Capture the countdown
anticipation with a
display of candles
and drinks to match,
posted on social.

Key trend product

Gin & Tonic
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C2022 £24.95

The elegant art deco inspiration of Great
Gatsby is always on trend for party season,
perfectly captured in this trio of holders.
Gatsby Tealight
Holder Trio
P93530 £24.95

Cranberry Prosecco
3-Wick Jar Candle
G73C1098E £24.95

Cranberry Prosecco
Universal Tealight® Candles
V041098E £9.95

A scent for everyone

Expert Tip

Fragrances make the perfect party favours.
Pop tealights into gift bags for New Year's
Eve partygoers, who can light one later
and remember the good times.

The lowlight glow of candles
instantly sets a late night
party mood.

Gin & Tonic
Universal Tealight® Candles
V042022 £9.95
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AND

GET
THE
LOOK

GLOW

GloLite by PartyLite®
Sun-Kissed Linen Jar Candle
G51927 £26.95

#3

Unwind

Modern Impressions
Large Tealight Holder
P93280 £39.95

Relax your senses with stunning
fragrance and cosy ambience.

Sun-Kissed Linen

Turn down the lights and stay illuminated
with the World's Brightest Candle™

The powdery freshness of crisp linens is
romanced with a musk of jasmine, lily,
water flowers and citrus.

Sun-Kissed Linen
Large Tealights
V09927 £10.75

CITRUS • JASMINE • SANDALWOOD

Sun- Kissed Linen
Pillar Candle
L36927 £18.95

Be Inspired

Sun-Kissed Linen Scent
Plus® Heart Melts
SH927 £10.95

Layer GloLite Jars and Pillar
Candles together throughout
your bathroom for decadent
display at bath times.

Expert Tip

Glow all over

Find your inspiration

Want more glow at home?
Choose the soft LED light of
our ScentGlow® Warmers for
plug-in ambience.

Visit our blog for extra tips on
wellness and relaxation at home.

Place your décor on
reflective surfaces
to accentuate their
beautiful details from
every angle.
ScentGlow® Warmer
– Modern Circles
P93572U £39.95

Key materials & finishes

Enhance the shimmer of candle glow
on water with copper and frosted glass
accessories and holders.
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ELDERFLOWER & MINT
FRAGRANCE AVAILABLE
FROM DECEMBER
2021

LET'S

Fruity & uplifting

TOGETHER
Our PartyLite BePURE Commitment™
guarantees the wax in our artisan candles is always
free of parabens, phthalates, sulfates and toxins and
our wicks are 100% natural & lead-free.

OUR LOVE IT GUARANTEE
All of our products are created with love and backed with our 100% Love it Guarantee. If you’re not
absolutely delighted, you may return your items for a refund or exchange within 30 days of purchase.

